Inverse analysis of constitutive models: biological soft tissues.
The paper describes a procedure for estimating the material parameters of biological soft tissue by fitting model prediction to experimental load-deformation data. This procedure minimizes the error between data and theoretical model prediction through systematically adjusting the parameters in the latter. The procedure uses commercially available software and is not specific to any particular model; nevertheless, for illustration purposes, we employ a six parameter fibril-reinforced poroelastic cartilage model. We are able to estimate any and all of these parameters by the procedure. Convergence of the parameters and convergence of the arbitrary initial stress relaxation to the data was demonstrated in all cases. Though we illustrate the optimization procedure here for unconfined compression only, it can be adapted easily to other experimental configurations such as confined compression, indentation and tensile test. Furthermore, the procedure can be applied in other areas of biomechanics where material parameters need to be extracted from experimental data.